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It is shown that, for heavy-ion projectiles with a cluster structure, effects due to projectile excitation generate a large effective spin-orbit interaction which can drastically alter the predictions for vector analyzirg powers obta~ned from folding model spin-orbit potentials. Coupled-channels calculations of this effect for Li and Li scattering from 5 Ni at E c~-20 MeV give a good account of experimental data.
PACS numbers '. 24.70.+s, 25.70.Bc, 25.70.Hi Recently there has been growing interest in the heavy-ion spin-orbit (SO) interaction. ' " It has been found that SO potentials predicted by folding models ' ' are ' He at E, =6-9 MeV (Ref. 8) have been found to have much larger magnitudes than predicted by folding models, "" although the folding models did give the gross features of the observed analyzing powers for a wide range of targets from "C to "Ni. The phenomenological SO potentials for "C, ' "N, " and "F projectiles, " determined from transfer reactions and spin-flip probability measurements, were also much larger than those predicted. ' ' Moreover, the 'Li+ "Ni vector analyzing power at E,= MeV (-, ', 0.48 MeV) . This projectile-excited inelastic channel is strongly coupled to the elastic channel through the quadrupole interaction between 'Li ('Li) The classical discussion of the effect of projectile excitation can also be applied to other projectiles which have a well-developed cluster structure. For example, it predicts that projectile excitation will increase the strength of the SO interaction for "F ("0+t) and "C ("C +n) projectiles without changing the sign from that of the folded SO potential. This is consistent with the findings of phenomenological analyses. '" It also predicts that projectile excitation will generate an effective SO potential of opposite sign to that predicted by the folded one for "0 ("0+n) and 'Ca ("Ca+n) projectiles.
The calculations were performed with use of the optical-model code LIN~" and the coupled-
